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UNESCO/UNICEF JOINT PROGRAMME,.

THE QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE IMHtWMWT

OF BUBAL EDUCATION

1, The need to improve the output of primary education both qualitatively

and quantitatively is urgent in almost all developing countries. The problem

of Wastage is most obvious and has attracted anxious attention for many years,

but it is only one indication of a more general situation, that is, the

inBdeuaaby.'of educational provision. Especially in rural areas there is
dissatisfaction with the quality of education provided in the schools, and

in particular with the relevance of the attainments of the school leavers to

their needs as individuals and as members of the community.

In this paper, the problem will be dealt with' from eaoh of these tliree

aspects: (a) the need for a general reform of curricula in rural areas;

(B) the need for a comprehensive attack on wastage? and (C) the provision
of adequate pre—vocational programmes for primary school leavers*

THEjaSPOBlI OF SCHOOL CUBBICULA IN BUBAL AREAS , ' - - -

1. ; Curricula reform and the reform of educational systems

2. Any discussion on the reform of school curricula must start with .

reeogiition of a simple and striking fact: everywhere in the world today

the need for this reform is imperative. The old curricula, some of which

have remained unchanged for decades, are inadequate as regards both, the

syllabus for each subject and the balance between subjects. This inadequacy

is one of the factors in the present unrest in education, reflected in the

various forms of protest with which we are familiar.

3. It would very severely limit the discussion to reduce it to "the study

Of curricula reform alone. If we propose to study later, for convenience

sake, -the r&le which UHTCEF might play in curricula reform, it must be borne

in mind that the problem is to be regarded as a whole and that curricula
cannot be studied except within the widest educational context. Actually

what is in question is educational systems, the content of education seen as

a whole (aims, organisation, curricula, methods and examinations)*

4. 'Clearly, the problem is of a universal character and'affects countries

with highly developed economies as well as developing oountries. We must not

lose sight of this, although in the present note #e are studying the problem
solely as it concerns the countries of the Third World, whose economies have

until now been almost entirely rural and agricultural.
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II# The concept of ruralization in primary education

5- With regard to these countries we are constantly, and perhaps too
naturally, inclined to refer to the "ruralization" of education- This conoept
of ruralization must be subjected to the strictest possible analysis.

6. The term "rural primary education" lends itself rea.dily to ambiguity.
Some people often have in mind a less costly and more rudimentary type of.
education than the traditional one. Having a redded primary cycle pr staff
paid less than qualified teachers, it makes, school"attenctance possible for
the masses. What is more..serious is that in some countries' parallel forms
of primary education bave been advocated! a rural course covering only three
years and an urban course covering six years. Elsewhere there is a trend
towards a primary course of normal duration, but adapted in content and methods,
which would prepare village children for the activities awaiting them wiien
they leave school and would seek to attach them .to the land or justify' such
attachment. ... .■.-..■ * - ■

7" JJo reform of primary, education will suffice to stop the drift to the townss
an improvement in the conditions of rural life and the carrying out of
important development work are at least equally necessary. Primary education
can indeed prepare children more or: less well for rural life to, more generally,
for life; but primary education is in no circumstances technical or agri
cultural education. In thismatter there is some confusion, which, should be
cleared up without delay. ' . •

8. While.it is an excellent thing, in accordance with the precepts of all
direct teaching; methods, that primary education in rural areas should take
its references from the; locality, inculoa'te a taste and a respect for manual
work and introduce the ohild to manual activities, it must nevertheless keep
in the forefront its two functions: to communicate knowledge, regarded as
a- tool| and to train the mind, thus making possible the acquisition of further
knowledge. In other words; it must not be fundamentally,different in content
and aims from urban education^ ■ :

9* A very serious dangsiv to be avoided at ail costs, is that of cutting
the country in two by introducing two sdiioatiohal systems, one rural and one
urban, which would limit the recruiting of all political, technical and
administrative, elites to the towns and would condemn rural school-leavers
almost entirely to the land; The country districts, run exclusively" by-persons
of urban origin, would be the last to benefit. 'There is ho need to" emphasize
the an.ti-democratic nature of such solutions, or the political and sooial
dangers inherent in them. ' •

10. Another danger to be averted is that of prejudicing the future of the.
developing countries and condemning them to agriculture. To adopt that course
in days when industrialization seems to be an inevitable stage in development
would also be contrary to the national interests. All the same, future
progress even in agriculture will call for wider general knowledge. The

corollary of this technical, rural or industrial progress is the need of
conatant additions to knowledge. This is the principle on which life-long
eduoation is based. The foundation for it is a sound primary education, be
it rural or urban.

if
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11* This leads to the idea of a primary education which, without "being

fundamentally different from that in urban areas, would he:

** (a) adapted to the environment, and "by this is meant dynamically
adapted, calculated to bring about an environmental development,

w . . not static and conservative. It will be a function of education

thus conceived to transform as much as to transmit traditional

values;

(b) focused upon creating a favourable attitude to development rather
than confined to superficial changes in the way of vocabulary and

examples;

(o) linked with other forms and types of education - general secondary
education, pre-agricultural and pre-technical education, agricultural

and technical education, adult education, rural extension work, etc*

12. The commonest ambiguities having thus been set on one side,., we, iiave still

to examine the practical problems to be solved if education in rural areas is

to b« reformed. Governments desirous of effecting reforms wil,l have /to get

down to a aeries of analyses and studies, particularly statistical, on;

(a) the factors, problems and objectives involved in adapting primary
education to rural environments; , '.'

(b) the various forms of organization possible starting from a single
stream of basic primary education giving access to secondary

education, pre-technical or pre-agricultural education, technical

or agricultural education;

: . (c) the linking of primary education in rural areas with other levels
and types of education;

, (d) the attitudes farourable to develo|mont which this education should
create;

;. (e) and lastly the problems involved in training teachers (curricula,
- methods and techniques) for this new education. This, ot course^

j« loads on to the prospective action, in particular, refresher

[ f th

|)

j ,

' [ courses for teachers in service and the setting up of full-time
|) rural primary teacher training schools. . .

13* In any event, the reorientation of primary education towards the rural
population is a national problem and necessarily involves:

f - ourrioular reform as part of a reform or adaptation of the system
f as a whole;

i
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- training a.new, type of teacher with its corollary of refresher
courses for existing staff (teachers, inspectors, administrators).

III. The grounds

14- It would be a mistake to think that the' projects thus'brought into play
were originated-solely by the secretariat. Tfc« resolutions, adopted, for
example, by the African Education Ministers at the Conference on Education
and Scientific and Technical Training in Relation to Development in Af"
i^f1^1 l62l Juiy1^68jlh th itt t

Relation to Development in Africa
i^f1^1' l6~2l Jui;y,1^68jl;show the interest taken by the' governments in
this matter and their concern to act together. ;

15- One cannot but be struok by the concern for integration expressed in
these resolutions with regard to the reform of organization, curricula,
methods -and teacher training- This calls for a last 6orament before we go
on to. .study the steps to be taken and the activities tb be stimulated. It
would be futile to have recourse to modem methods and advanced technology
only,in order to convey outmoded ideas or ideas of nointerest "in a particular
cultural and social setting. Conversely, revised curricula comprising a set
pf facts and ideas essential'-for the education of children in a particular
society would serve 11ttls.purpose if they were taught as such, solely for
their content. The aim of education - and it must be achieved Imt recourse
to revised- curricula imparted by modern methods - is the intellectual and
practical preparation of the pupil for the part he will have to play in
social life. The main thing is to teach him how to learn. This is the
teacher's first task. That is why all the educational work in which tlnesco
has so far engaged, with the help of UNDP, Unioef and other agencies, is
inseparable: pre-servioe and in-service training for teachers, currioular
reform, promotion of new methods and techniques are advanoed simultaneously
and must continue so to be. J

IV" Operational activities with regard to curricula? reform

16. It was natural that Unesco should attack -fche-problem of curricular
reform in general before confining itself to more specific problems such
as the one dealt with in the present note. That is why regional seminars
and meetings of experts were organized first. Among, the latter we might
mention the Meeting of Experts on Curriculum of General Education held in
Moscow from 16 to.23 January 1968, which tried to lay the widest possible
foundation for all curricular reform. As the final report of this meeting
has been published 1/ and distributed, we refer the reader to Part III (C)
in particular, where the principles and criteria for the framing or selection
of curricula, are set forth. The document also contains a list of previous
conferences and meetings on similar subjects which will be 6f interest to
specialists.

lJ °f General Eduoation- Une80°



17* However, it is within the framework of operational projeots tjiat
practical applications of curricular reform are to be fcfund..'. More, speoif-
idally these are projects'of UHDP";(Technical Assistance, .and. Special J§uh*$l).'■
and TJnxoef. The setting up of full-time training schools:.for. primary J ■;
teachers in :rural areas afforded an opportunity for direct intervention in

Ouxrioular reform. It is worth noting here that this intervention operated
at two levels: ,.\ '.

- on the one hand, the teaol&rtraining sohools have all "been provided
with new curricula designed by the secretariat with the help of..

international and national e?p>-ctsi ./■,,.? ',.■'.])•"■.-w\

aja& <pn the other hand, one.of the functions of the i;

schools, 10 to contribute "to primary school ourrieulax reform in-.tne'

oountries "in which they.have been set up. ; ■-■'■■■:;

b©i^/bh«se levels, the "rural" factor, as-defined above (il), is"
atl " ' '

18.. It-is..too soonyet -to evaluate the results. Purth«ra»roy ^ hfi
secretariat is to organize a meeting in Africa in-197O,:whiehwill re-r-

examiner ■-. , / ... -..-.; '■■■-: ... -.. -. . *■' ■ .■ ■. ;■' • .- ■*,-■--•'.'*

(i) the curricula for these teacher-training schools, two ,or three
■ ; years after" their inauguration} ,; .".;;.:' '.->:V-.o'....:".--.....S.V ,v , j:..■...*'4'~

:• (ii) thexesults of their intervention in the;deaigtiing of new
school currioula. , ■■ / '■ \K : •„ . ..' " [_■ '.

a re-#xamination should be of great T»lue to both Unesco and Tfeio«f;,
and the od^peration of thea'e two drfgariigations in or'flahiging a^i
thl8 Wo.ieft yoidd be mogi ^bnclucive to its eventyial;influence- in .
that theirialit i fll ffti /'" 'that theiriaslistanoe is fully effective.

0^i^j^j are at present taider Wa^," The
Hegional Worfc^^'on:-tke Tn-servioe Training of .•tea«ri»wJb«iA'"*V
in Ootol?er 1968 and. the V king Uroup for the Pilot Pro jiect 6n 'iu^al
Sdu<»iion In Primary. Schools which met at Dakar^ in October 19^8 gave
inence to problems relating to school curricula. 'She question 'x»ft^
brought up, as may be seen from the fina^. report. ...

What is now needed is an overall study on the contribution df;the

^tfei^f projects under way to the reform of-school Currigul^ i^
fiti f thoountries benefiting from these projects. . , ;

This study could be illustrated by detailed examples, applicable to the

developing countries, and followed by recommendations to the ministries
concerned.
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20. There is every likelihood that' the primary teacher-training sohools

and the Unesoo/'Uhioef prbjects will increase jin numtref and the results
which can b©-exp;edted asJ concerns the subject _of our note will have to be

systematically followed and' applied.- But this is not"all that is required
for the implementation 'of a genuine* policy of curricula'r reform, in the '■'

rural areas "of,developing countries. - In the long term specialists^will
have to be trained and respbnsibld national institutions will have to, be
set up. . ' ;

21* Unesco has already contemplated starting an international project for

the training; of specialists in curriculum research and reform.. This, project,
to be launched, with the technical collaboration' of the University of Chicago,

would consist of bringing, togetiier-for^ twp months- national teams of ;six-
specialists (mathematics and--science,.;history-ge.ography, languages, home
economics, educational research,, persons responsible for school curricula)

who, under the direction of experts, would take an intensive course, the

same for all, and. speoiali-zed courses-'with a" view to mastering the techniques
of composing curricula. To train 20 national teams of six members would v . ■
cost approximately &J45>000 (including all the expenses of experts and

students). This project has already been sutjnitted-^o Sweden under Trust
Funds. However, different forms, of.aid, international and bilateral, can..
be envisaged here, along the lines of other projects, for example, the . :

primary teacher training school and television project in the Ivory Coast.

The resources of Unicef could help to.ensure that'tMs ambitious and

costly project can be effectively organized and carried through to completion.

22. Curricular f'eform could not rest solely on external aid. The final
decision must be made by the national authorities on account of all the

implidations, including political briee. It is'therefore advisable'to set
-up- t i^'^i

TJnesoo will endeavour to persuade the governments and help them in.this
connexion;. The oontribution which Uni oef: could make to these nationa1 "bo dx&&

(exper'tsT'grants; equiianerit y etc,) desefves1 sympathetic study i : "T5/ ^T

23. Lastly, ;.Unesoo:is oonteiriplatihg setting'up a Regional Office of Education
in Afiioa within the^'next' two years. This office would.assume certain
responsibilities for currioula'r reform inter alia.

Possible fOrma-pr eb'-*o.pjBic&tion' between ifai-cefT s- -Regional Bureau and the

proposed, hew Unesco.. Hegional-^ffice of Education would s-eejfr -to- call for early

study. " ■:. ;._■.: '. . ■■ :.:,. . ■ .-. ■.- .'.- . .- ■■ ■.
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(b) th$ need for a ccwpsehmsive attack-on wastage -. -■

V* The extent of wastage

24. The general position with regard to wastage, especially in the rural

areas of developing countries is well known. In the continent of Africa,

for example,- the wastage rate during the primary course is nearly 70 per

cent* iThe.Direotor-^General of Unesoo, speaking at the Nairobi Conference

in July: 1968, said fce considered that the phenomenon of wastage, which

affected all African countries in varying degrees, constituted the main

obstacle to genuine educational progress, by causing an abnormal increase

in unit costs and thus reducing the possibilities of enrolment. But Africa

does not stand alone. Tox Asia the wastage rate ranges from 40 per oent

to over 70 per dent and in many Latin American countries it is also high. *

The seriousness of the problem is generally recognised and all countries

would approve the resolution of the 1968 Nairobi Conference inviting Uhesco

"to define more precisely the concept of enrolment wastage and to undertake

studies of the various causes of this phenomenon, as well as of measures '

for remedying the situation".

VI. The complexity of the problem

25. Many studies of wastage have been made in many countries over the past,

fifty years, and there can be no doubt that the quality of the education

provided in the schools has always been a major causative factor* Hence

the measures of reform referred to in the first section of this paper are

likely to have a direct effect in reducing wastage. However, many other

factors are involved, and for this reason the problem must also be given

specific attention, and many specific measures may be necessary. All

countries are taking steps to deal with the situation as they see it; in

many oases, however, piecemeal attacks on one aspect of wastage or another

have led to somewhat illusory gains, and have created serious new problems.

It is coming to be recognized now that a comprehensive analysis is needed

that will show the interrelationships of various aspects of wastage, the

common sequence of these aspects, the consequences of different means

adopted for dealing with the problem at different stages in the development

of an education system, and the difficulties that may arise at each new

stage of development. By seeing wastage problems in the context of the

dynamics of a whole developing system, it should be possible for the newer

nations to be able to avoid some of the most serious failings that have

persistently beset the older systems over the past hundred years.

26* The phenomenon of wastage itself, usually defined as premature sohOol

leaving and repetition of grades, needs to be studied in the wider context

of educational efficiency. Educational efficiency implies the attainment

by "the, pupils of certain learning objectives, related to the needs of the ^

individual and the needs of the community. These objectives usually require

the satisfactory completion of certain stages of schooling, and dxop-otrt and

repetition are evidence that the stated educational objectives are unlikely

.to have been attained. The absence of wastage, however, is not in itself

satisfactory evidence that the school's objectives have in faot been attaine

This calls for a qualitative assessment of the attainment of the graduates, ■

an evaluation of the relevance of these attainments to the needs of the oomm
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27. Furthermore, the kinds of measures to be taken to counteract wastage

need to tie seen as forming part of a changing situation. Three major phases

of the problem can be distinguished in the evolution of systems of universal

schooling,

VII.. Three phases in the problem of wastage . ■.

28. The first is the preliminary one of ^providing enough schools and of
retraining the pupils in them long enough ^ reach certain stated educational

goals'. These goals will be represented by successive stages of schooling

such as primary, junior secondary, senior secondary.and tertiary education.

In different systems these stages will be of different lengths; and at
different periods in a nation*s development, a different proportion of chil«

dren wp.ll be abl,e to proceed to the next higher staged' ,Inai*y perio^., how

ever, each stage will tend to be thougnt'of as a. whofe that should he comple
ted by all, the pupils admitted to it, in order that its objectives may be

realized: If pupils leave school without completing a given stage of study,

it is presumed that the objectives of this stage have not been attained and

a degree of wastage of educational resources has Occurred. ; .

29* The second phase occurs when the main emphasis is placed no longer upon

providing schools and keeping pupils at school,-but-tfpon ensuring the attain

ment of specified standards. Most organized systems of education begin by

drawing up a programme of studies for each stage of schooling, based on'some

conception of what and how much the average child .Should learn during that

stage. This programme i.s then divided into yearly sections or grades, and

the pupils are promoted from one grade to the" ne^xt'^af ;they have reached the
expected level of competence. Those who fail must repeat the same work for

another year. . Failure-of this kind, brought about "by adherence to uniform

pass standards, has always been a potent cause of premature school-leaving

and thus has operated to reduoe the amount of repetition.

30; However, when administrative action is taken to provide places for all

children, not only the more-scholarly ones, and to. prevent pupils from leav

ing school prematurely, the..result is usually an increase in the proportion

of those-who are unable to meet the pass standards being enforced. Repeti

tion'then becomes a serious problem in a school system. It. not only increase

the.cost of educating each pupil who effectively completes a: given stage of
schooling, but also increases the pedagogical problems of a teaching service

that is unlikely to have been trained to deal with pupils of widely- differ

ing levels of scholastic aptitude and especially with pupils who fin4 school

learning difficult ..and uncongenial.- .

31. The.third phase comes into being'when an increased awareness on.the •

part of teachers and administrators of the arbitrary nature of grade passes

and of the harmful.effects of over-pressure and failure upon.attitudes and

behaviour of school children have led to the .virtual-abolition of repetition

in many school systems, by the adoption of the practice of automatic promo

tion. .This practice usually reflects the.belief that all children jcannot.
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be expected to learn at the same rate, and it leads to the diversification

of teaching programmes, materials, and methods in order to make better

provision for children of different levels of ability- Special psychological

■■*■>, and educational services are then established to help the schools with pupils

/ ■ ' who have difficulty in learning. . -

32, At the same time the use of standardized psychological and educational

tests, developed for the purpose of aiding teachors to assess more accurately

their pupils1 aptitudes* abilities and attainments;, shows that the abolition

■ of repetition has not in faqt eliminated differences in their eduoational

achievement. The individual pupils in any given grade show differences in

attainment that range over the average of many grades, and in the highest

• grades, there are likely to be many pupils whose attainments in the fundamental

skills of reading, writing and arithmetic will still be at much the; same

level as they would have been if these pupils had been kept back in lower

grades.

33« At this point, attempts to increase the efficiency of a school system

place emphasis upon improving the educational proooss itself*. especially by

the development of methods and materials that will raise, the scholastic

achievement of pupils who hitherto have found school-learning difficult, and

by the provision of school programmes more closely related to the pre—

vocational needs of all those pupils who will finally be leaving school at

the end of any given stage of education,

VIII. Measures to counteract wastage . . t. '.

34- A comprehensive analysis. The experience of compulsory eduoation over

the past hundred years in many of the educationally advanced countries,

together with that of the past decade of remarkable progress in the develop

ing countries, has brought into existenoe a vast amount of information*

This, when carefully examined and brought into focus, should.make possible

a comprehensive charting of the difficulties and problems likely to -arise

in the course of efforts to reduce wastege3 and it should be of great "value

to the makers of educational policies and plans in the-developing countries.

\ Such a study is, indeed, now being initiated by Xinesco, in preparation for

the International Conference of Unesco and the IEE to be held in Geneva in

!22.« ■■;,_ ■

35- Speoifio programmes. The guidance that could be obtained from a '

! comprehensive general analysis of the problem must, however, be supplemented

1 -.-;..■ by careful action programmes in the individual countries, in ordep to work

out in detail the most effective methods to adopt in the light Q.f their

partioular circumstances. The need for such programmes was emphasized at

the Technical Seminar on Educational Wastage and School Drop-outs (Bangkok,

September 1966) which was organized by Unesco and at which Uhicef participated*
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36,. Four appropriate types of action programmes suited to different
circumstances were outlined in the Final Report of that seminar, and they
provide excellent examples of the way in which wastage may best be attacked
in a particular country in different regions of a country after a general
survey of the situation has indicated the main characteristics of the problem
in that country.

37- The first type of project proposed is one that would concentrate upon
improving the quality of teaching and teaching materials in the early primary
grades, the stages of greatest wastage in developing countries. The training
1LtfaC^rs+inv*he Production and use of inexpensive local teaching materials
and in the techniques of diagnostic testing and remedial teaching, espaoially
m reading and arithmetic, would be key points in^ this programme} and
automatic promotion at the end of Grade I would ensure that at least a two-
year progressive course was given to each pupil.

type °f ?ro>ot is focused upon the revision of the curriculum
years of primary education in order to adapt it to the develop-
toris-tloa of young children and to the cultural background and

?f fivin* in the looal ,<Hfflmiiiiity. Along with the revision of the
^ £ ^r**!!*7 that individual Naming objectives be operationally
5? ers are trained to use suitable tests to evaluate the
the new programme,

39. The third type of project is intended to improve both the quality and
the supply of school textbooks, so that the learning1 of the pupils will be '
improved and the financial obligations of the parents will be reduced.

.. .;. tourth Vpe of projects is designed to relate school terms and
activities to the seasonal agricultural work of the community. By organizing
the schools into working units so that the pupils are able to play an important
par* in. the seasonal agricultural activities of their community, the project \
is designed to combat absenteeism; and by providing a curriculum which is K
related to. tbe functional value of literacy and arithmetic in the community ■ >
and to the local occupational needs, it is designed to reduce drop-outs and
absenteeism- . ..•■■■■;

41. Practical measures to undertake carefully planned specific operational i
pilot-programmes suoh as those designed by the Bangkok Seminar have not yet I
been introduced widely enough /by the countries that are faced with- the need j
to reduce waatage speedily. It is desirable that Unic&f and Unesco emt&asize '
^ne^yalue- of suoh operational' pilot programmes and consider ways of making J
funds available for national activities of this kind. T""" ! J
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(.C) THE PRB-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING OP PHIKARY SCHOOL

IX. Curricular reform

42. It has already been noted that any comprehensive study of the problem

needs to examine the two different aspects of educational efficiency whioh

may be termed "internal" and "external". The first refers to such matters

as jthe holding-power of the schools, the progress of the pupils and the

graduation rate. The second refers to the adequacy of the education at any

given stage of schooling to the needs of its graduates, whether they are

going to proceed to a further stage of education or whether they will enter

employment without further full-time schooling* These two aspects of

efficiency or of its opposite, wastage, are interdependent. They act and

react upon each other. If there are drop-outs, repeaters, and under

achieving pupils the school is being inefficient, however good its programmes

are, and many pupils will be inadequately prepared for the next stage of

their lives. If there is external inefficiency, in the sense that irrelevant

or ineffective learning has been provided by the schools, many pupils will

think that schooling is not worth pursuing and they will drop-out prematurely.

Moreover, even those who stay at school may be ill-prepared for leaving.

43. Studies of wastage, then, need to be closely related to studies of the

curriculum, not only in its more general aspects, but also and especially to

these aspects relating to the provision of pre-vocational preparation in

eaoh. of the successive .stages of sohooling from whioh pupils leave to enter

employment. What kind of preparation is most likely to be beneficial depends

upon the oiroumstances of a particular country at a particular time.

44. But at the same time as efforts are being made within sohool systems

to reduce inefficienoy, both in its internal and its external aspects, there
are problems that have to be faoed concerning those pupils who are leaving

the primary school and will not be able to continue their full-time education

in any form of secondary school. Such children .comprise those who have

completed the full course of primary education as well as those who have

left prematurely. .

45. To some extent the needs of these two groups of children are different.

Large numbers of early leavers from the primary schools will still be

functionally illiterate, while many of those who have completed as much as

five or six years of basic education would be quite capable of profiting

from secondary education if facilities were available. Nevertheless, even

these young people risk relapsing into semi-literacy if some form of further

education is not provided for them.

46. The needs of the various countries differ also. In particular there

is the great difference between those countries in which the primary schools

cannot yet produce enough graduates for the needs of the economy, and those

in whioh more people are completing their education at various levels than

there are jobs that require their scholastic qualifications. The Commissioner

*.. ^g&MW&dikA^i^ugmi*
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for Education of the Federal Republic of Nigeria emphasized this problem in
his speech to the C.S.S.T-.A. Conference in Nairobi (July 1968), saying
that it was courting disaster to plan educational expansion without at the
same time creating job opportunities. In Nigeria, he pointed out, the
modern sector-of the ebonomy could only absorb a small percentage of the
educated labour force whioh was becoming available, yet the development
problems of the traditional ugiic^ural sector, in which oy far the greater
percentage of productive labour was employed, were almost entirely ignored,
and neither group of children had had an opportunity to reach the level of
maturity and educational attainment that would enable them to contribute to
the occupational and social requirenents of a community that was struggling
to achieve a.rapid development in its economic life. . : v
-.■■••■-.■■ . • * . . "

x- Measures to .improve pre^vocational education

47V Each of these different aspects of the problem of the primary school
■leavers needs careful study, and action programmes suited to the specific
needs of different countries and. regions. The -very comprehensive-plan for
-pre-vocational eduoatipn and training,in special training centres and in
the primary schools, adopted in 1966 by the Government of the United Arab
Republic, FAO, IOC, Unesco and Unicef, illustrates one mode of approach to
the.problem-. The purpose,of the training envisaged is to prevent primary
school leavers from losing the attainments they have acquired in school, to
teach them to'work in the traditional village crafts and skills, and at the
same time to prepare them for future work in'occupations that are becoming
progressively industrialized. This is only one promising approach to- the

problem. There are others, which differ according to local circumstances.

48. ■ The general problem, however, is so widespread, that some sharing of
intellectual and technical resources is needed in order to provide guidance
to the individual- countries concerned. The'time is ripe for the sponsoring
of regional technical seminar's on the education of primary school leavers,
similar in- theUr nature arid "-purposes to the Bangkok Seminar on Sduoational
Waa-fegge.'". SuGh technical seminars could plan a variety of action programmes,
which would emphasize different approaches suited to different local or
regional conditions. Thoss, who:-: vat into operation would meet some of the
most immediate needs, and when evaluated they-would provide valuable guidance
for long-term action. The sponsoi-ship of- such seminars and the provision o:?
aid for national projects could well be recommended by tinesco and Uhicef.

XI. Summary of-projects v

49. The following is a summary of the kind of projects that have been
outlined in this paper as suitable for Unesco/Uhicef co-operation.

(i) A re-examination "of the curricula for teacher-training schools
and their contribution to the reform of primary school curricula
(paragraph 18).
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(ii) An overall study on the contribution of Unesco-Unicef pro.ieots
under way to the reform of school curricula in the countries

benefiting from these projects (paragraph 19);

(iii) The international project for the training of specialists in
curricular research and reform (paragraph 21)$

(iv) The setting up and helping of national bodies responsible for
stimulating curricular reform (paragraph 22);

(v) Co-operation between Unicef's Regional Bureau and the proposed
new Unesco Regional Office of Education (paragraph 23);

(vi) The provision of funds to enable many countries to undertake
carefully planned operational pilot-programmes to oombat wastage

in their school systems (paragraph 44),

(vii) The sponsoring of regional technical seminars to plan action for
the provision of improved programmes and facilities for school

leavers; and the support of national projects to implement such

programmes (paragraph 47).

XII. Conclusion

50. So the question of educational reform, particularly in rural areas, has
passed the stage of(general studies. No doubt specific studies have still to

be made. However, it is clear that the international organizations (Unesco,
UNDP, TJnicef, the Bank, etc.) must now give their aid a systematically

operational character. Development, too, is dependent on education- Accord

ing to its content, this education can be an impediment or a stimulus* That

is why, rather than merely reforming, it would be advisable to draw up new

ourrioula to be taught by new methods and techniques by teachers receptive

to the world of the second half of the twentieth century. The aim total of

the reaouroes of all forms of aid - international and bilateral - on which
the developing countries should be able to count to achieve the objectives

they set themselves (Resolution X of the Conference on Education and Scientific
and Technical Training in Relation to Developnent in Africa) will have to be
deployed as part of a global strategy for the transformation of education.




